Widdershins

Widdershins is a term meaning to go counter-clockwise, to go anti-clockwise, or to go
lefthandwise, or to walk around an object by always keeping it on the left. Legend holds that
demons always approached the devil widdershins. Not surprisingly, such a path was
considered evil and unlucky. By the mids, English.
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Definition - in a left-handed or contrary direction; counterclockwise English speakers got
widdershins from an old German word meaning 'to go against,' and by.widdershins (not
comparable). (obsolete) The wrong way. (Discuss this sense) Anticlockwise,
counter-clockwise. quotations ?. It is unlucky to walk widdershins .Widdershins definition, in
a direction contrary to the natural one, especially contrary to the apparent course of the sun or
counterclockwise: considered as.Definition of widdershins - in a direction contrary to the sun's
course, considered as unlucky; anticlockwise.3 days ago Well, that'll about do it for this
chapter! I hope you've enjoyed it, and that you'll consider checking out the Kickstarter for the
print version- if."Widdershins" or "withershins" (from Middle Low German This seems to be
consistent with Etymonline on deasil and widdershins.On the Discworld Widdershins is one of
the four basic directions, and the opposite of turnwise. By going widdershins, you go against
the.Widdershins definition: in a direction contrary to the apparent course of the sun Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.34 Get the mug. Get a widdershins mug for your
daughter-in-law Beatrix. 2 The witch did the spell but didn't realize she managed to commit
widdershins.Ever wonder why clockwise and counterclockwise are the directions they are? It
all has to do with the motion of the Sun.Widdershins has ratings and reviews. Julio said: it's
not you, book. it's splitxscreens.comly, that's not true at all. it's totally you.i'm just.Define
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English dictionary definition of widdershins. or with·er· shins adv.Meaning: "contrary to the
course of the sun or a clock" (movement in this direction being considered unlucky), probably
from Middle See more definitions.Widdershins LOUD Amor, released 22 November 1. A1
Heliopolis 2. A2 Persona 3. A3 Dark Desires 4. A4 Seven Sisters 5. B1 Amor 6. B2 Kingdom
of.Metacritic Music Reviews, Widdershins by Grant-Lee Phillips, The ninth full- length solo
release for the singer-songwriter was recorded over four.The word as a counter-clockwise
direction came into prominent use in the late 16th century. The term "widdershins" was
especially common in Lowland Scots.OpenAPI / Swagger, AsyncAPI & Semoasa definitions
to Slate / Shins compatible markdown.Widdershins means "to proceed counter-clockwise". Or,
against the grain. Unsurprisingly, Mr. Phillips is singing with a dissenting voice, and
a.widdershins - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.Trail linking the
Barnicoat walkway to Involution. Some entertaining singletrack to break up the boring climb
to involution!.
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